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Year 5 Home Learning
Learning Log: Pack 10
Support for Home Learning can be found at y.5@arkbentworthprimary.org
Learning can be accessed through your child’s account on the following:
DB Primary
https://arkbentworth-lbhf.secure-dbprimary.com/
Mathletics
https://www.mathletics.com/
Accelerated Reader
https://ukhosted40.renlearn.co.uk/2142174/
Oak National Academy
https://www.thenational.academy/
Please do not feel pressured to finish all the material in one week. However, we will continue
to give out new packs each week to ensure full coverage of the curriculum.
Reading

Children should read for 45 minutes daily.
Comprehension activities, recorded in exercise book.

Writing

Writing activities based on ‘Eric’ by Shaun Tan

Maths
Spelling
The wider
Curriculum

Extra
Activities

Websites

Daily Lessons on Oak national Academy – see booklet
Additional Tasks to daily lesson – See booklet
Spelling activities can be accessed on DB Primary.
Grammar activities based around the writing for this week.
Humanities-How did the Victorian countryside change?- see pack
Science –What is Classification – see pack
DT – Paper Construction Shapes see pack
PSE – Mindful Moment #2 – see pack
Music- Rhythm vs Pulse
Go to: www.arkmusicresources.co.uk (Password: MusicResources), Home
Learning, Primary Resources, Year 5& 6 and watch the Week 7: Rhythm vs
Pulse video, then complete the sheet in your pack
Visit www.theickabog.com read the story and take part in the illustration
competition. Share your entry with the class on DB!
Make a bingo card containing 9 different things that you should see or hear
on your daily walk. Make one for each person (each card can contain different
things if you want) and then go on your walk – the first person to see or hear
all the things on their card is the winner!
Writing activities and games at www.radioblogging.net
Read more information about building at https://www.archdaily.com

Many thanks for your continued support,
Miss Dairo and Miss Oudomvilay (Year 5 and 6 Subject Specialist Teachers)

Aiming High, Achieving Together

Year 5 English and Humanities Pack 10
1. Read Eric by Shaun Tan
2. Watch a video version of Eric
• Watch this video version of Eric. You can follow the words as you do.
https://www.vimeo.com/111187541
• What do you think about this version. Does it work to have an actor
playing the character of Eric? Is the narration well read?
3. SPaG- Modal Verbs
• Use the Revision Card to remind yourself about modal verbs.
• Read Eric Thoughts 1 and 2. What are some of the differences between
the two sets of answers? Underline the modal verbs that have been
used.
• Sort the modal verbs that you have found into
Certainty/Ability/Obligation
4. Reading
Answer comprehension questions about Eric. In Q1-3, write your answers
in clear sentences and use modal verbs.
5. Writing
• Think of a time where you have felt like an outsider. Read the examples
given to help you and write at least two paragraphs about a time where
you have felt like an outsider.
• Look at the illustrations and think about the objects which may have
confused or intrigued Eric. Think about how Eric might be feeling and
making inferences and predictions about his feelings and what
questions he may have.
6. Read the Richest Boy in the World poem and complete the comprehension
questions.
7. Complete the spelling and grammar sheet.
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Eric by Shaun Tan

Modal Verbs – Revision Card

Eric Thoughts 1
Why do you think the family decided to have a foreign exchange
student?
I think that they might have wanted to be kind and hospitable.
They repainted the spare room and bought new rugs and furniture
which may show how much care they were taking. When Eric went
in the pantry, they decide they ought not to disturb him. This
seems generous. They could have told him to stay in his room.
They seem flexible.
Where do you think Eric has come from?
I think he may have come newly arrived from another planet. He
might not actually be the exchange student. He may have turned
up at the same time coincidentally. I think he feels he should learn
about his new planet, so it could be that he is an explorer. Perhaps
he will return home with news of what he has discovered.
How do you think the narrator feels about Eric?
I think he might feel quite fond of Eric because of the way that he
tells the story. He speaks of him quite gently. He should be looking
after him. He must be quite confused though. Eric can behave very
strangely! His appearance could really frighten someone.

Eric Thoughts 2
Why do you think the family decided to have a foreign exchange
student?
I think that they may just want the money. They might have
wanted to do up the house anyway and they would get paid for
doing that. The narrator may be quite caring with Eric, but his
Mum doesn’t really say or do much. She should be more involved.
She must have noticed that a strange creature is in her house. She
could have told someone about it. Now no-one will ever know
what sort of creature this was.
Where do you think Eric has come from?
I think he might have been visiting other people. He knows some of
what he ought to do, for example he knows he should wave at
people. He does that when he arrives. He must have learnt that
from other visits. He could just go from house to house like this,
one after another. Perhaps he will visit me one day!
How do you think the narrator feels about Eric?
I think he might feel quite confused about Eric. He has planned lots
of things that they could do, but Eric doesn’t seem to join in with
them as he ought to do. He should have asked Eric where he
comes from. Maybe he is a bit scared about what Eric will say. He
could feel quite proud to have been visited by Eric. It will be a story
that he will enjoy telling for the rest of his life.

Certainty/Ability/Obligation
Sort the modal verbs that you have found into this table.
Certainty

Ability

Obligation

Eric – Questions

Use modal verbs
in your answers to
Q1-3

1. Why do you think the family decided to have a

foreign exchange student?

2. Where do you think Eric has come from?
3. How do you think the narrator feels about Eric?
4. Why was the family bewildered when Eric left

home?

5. Why do you think Eric left?
6. Do you think the family will hear from Eric again?
7. Describe what the family saw when they opened the

kitchen pantry.

8. Explain why you think Eric did that.
9. How do you think the pantry plants are powered?
10. Do you think they will stay there forever?

Think of a time where you have felt like an outsider. Read the examples given to help you and
write at least two paragraphs about a time where you have felt like an outsider.

When did I feel like an outsider? Examples

When meeting new relations
who I haven’t met before.

At a party where I didn’t know
many people.

In someone else’s family.

In a new shop or restaurant
where people seem to know
their way around.

When starting a new sport.

After moving house or school.

When travelling to a new and
strange place.

These illustrations show Eric investigating his new, unfamiliar environment. What questions might he be
asking? How do you think he would make sense of these objects and places? How might you explain to
him what they were? Choose three of the illustrations below to discuss and write about.

Richest Boy in the World
Miss Moss divided the class
proportionally
by the wealth in the world
John was one of the hundred multi-billionaires
who owned half
of all the world’s money
Six of the class were reasonably well off
The rest of us were the millions
of really poor people
and some of us couldn’t even afford a place to live
After the lesson, at playtime, I asked John for a
crisp
and he gave me the whole packet
and he said,
If I do get rich, when I’m grown up, do you know
what?
I won’t forget you.
Roger Stevens
The richest 1% of the population in the UK own as much as
the poorest 55% of the population.

Richest Boy in The World
Reading
Read the Poem ‘Richest Boy in the World’
1. What did John give the writer?
2. Were you surprised by this? Why? Why not?
3. Why do you think John says, ‘If I do get rich…I won’t
forget you’?
4. Was Miss Moss’s way to show the class how the wealth in
the world was divided a good idea? Why? Why not?
5. Do you think rich people should help poor people by
giving them money?
Write at least two paragraphs explaining your reasons for
this.

Grammar and Spelling
Grammar

Insert the missing inverted commas.
Roman life was unlike modern life, the archaeologist said.
Underline the modal verb in this sentence.
I might go to George’s party later.
Insert a pair of brackets into this sentence.
The scientist who worked at NASA made a startling discovery.
Insert a semi-colon in the correct place in this sentence.
Harry tiptoed through the creepy house the floorboards echoed
unsettling noises.
Insert the two commas in the correct places.
I stumbled across the sand carrying my bucket and spade a
packed lunch my shoes and a bottle of water.

Spelling
Practise spelling each word. Choose four and write their
definitions. Choose five to write in sentences.
system
thorough
variety
vehicle

temperature
twelfth
vegetable
yacht

Humanities
How did the Victorian countryside change?
Key Knowledge
 Most people lived outside of cities, in villages in the countryside working the land. They did

everything by hand and were paid very little. Even children had to work.

 Technology developed allowing farmers to use machines to do the jobs quicker. More food was

needed so there was more work, but the pay was still very low. Food started to arrive from
other countries which caused more competition with British farms so food dropped in value.

Key Vocabulary









Communally: together, agreeing what to do
Poach: steal
Mechanisation: when machines are included in a process
Live in: have a room or bed in the house of the farmer who employed them
Domestic System: making things, like wool, at home on a small scale
Census: counting everyone who lives in the country
Traction Engines: vehicles used to pull heavy loads
Broth: a soup made of meat or vegetables cook in stock

Knowledge Quiz
1. When did Queen Victoria die?
1837

1840

1887

1840

1887

2. When did Victoria become Queen?
1837

1901

3. When did Britain and Victoria celebrate the Golden Jubilee?
1837

1901

1840

1887

E
4. When did Victoria marry Albert?
1837

1901

1840

1887

5. What opened in 1848?
Royal Albert Hall

Victoria & Albert
Museum

The Great
Exhibition

Buckingham Palace

Task: What would it be like living in houses like these farm labourer’s cottages
in 1846?

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

The Victorian countryside
cheese, with the odd bit of meat and
any vegetables they could grow.
Sugar and tea were very expensive,
because they came from other
countries. People depended on their
gardens to keep them in vegetables
and fruit throughout the year.
When Queen Victoria was born in
1819, around 75 per cent of Britain’s
population lived in the countryside.

Perhaps 50 percent working in
farming. There were still some
traditional open-field villages dating
back to the Middle Ages, where every
field was divided into strips, with
each farmer working strips in each
field. People worked communally,
so everyone had to grow the same
crops and harvest them at the same
time.
Wages were low. In some areas in the
south of England, men earned 8
shillings (40p) a week, perhaps a
little more at harvest time. This
meant that food was in short supply
– many labourers rarely ate any meat
at all, unless they could poach a
rabbit from the woods. As wages
were so bad, people could not afford
to pay much rent, so housing was
bad. Most people lived on bread and

Child labour
Children worked too – very few went
to school for long enough to learn to
read. Picking up stones, chasing
away birds and helping with the
harvest were tiring jobs that might
earn a child 6d (2.5p) a week, but
every little helped, especially when it
came to be finding the money for a
new pair of boots. Most children
wore hand-me-down clothes.
There was little or no
mechanisation, so most jobs were
done by hand. Harvesting, for
example, was done using a scythe or
sickle, which was back-breaking
work. Horses pulled the ploughs and
the carts and were probably treated
much better than the workers. Many
workers were hired for one year, at
hiring fairs. Once hired they would
live in for the year, get bed plus
lodging, plus a small sum of money
at the end of the year.

The domestic system
In some areas, women also spun
wool into yarn, and some people –
mostly men – would weave the yarn
into woollen cloth. Merchants would
come to the village bringing wool and
return later to collect the cloth. This
brought in extra money, especially in
the winter.

Task: Would you have enjoyed living in the countryside in Victorian times,
where a horse might be treated better than you? Explain why.

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Change… for the better?

Increasing demand
Between 1801 (when the first census
was held) and 1871, the population of
Britain doubled to 21 million people.
More people meant more demand for
food. The railways meant that food
could be carried and sold over a
much wider area, so it was a good
time to own a farm. The remaining
open fields were made into separate
farms. The cost of hedges and ditches
meant many small farmers lost their
land and became labourers.
However, this did mean that farmers
could grow what they wanted when
they wanted. Labourer’s wages
stayed low.
Changes in farming practice
New crops were grown, including
turnips and clover, which were used
to feed animals. This mean there
were more animals. More animals
meant more manure on the fields,
and this in turn meant better crops.
Fields were drained using massproduced clay pipes. Animals were
improved by selective breeding.
Sheep were now bred for meat rather
than wool. Prize winning animals
were sold for thousands of pounds.
New farmyards were built,
incorporating the latest technology.
Mixed farming benefited both
animals and crops.
New Machines

New machines, like McCormick’s
reaper, made harvesting much easier,
and steam power came to the farm.
Ploughs, threshing machines and
wood saws could all be powered by
traction engines that travelled
from farm to farm. They speeded up
the job. However they put many men
out of work in autumn and winter
after the harvest. It was a good time
to be a farmer – high prices and high
rents, and easy money to borrow to
buy new machinery.
Changing times
In the 1880s, farmers faced
competition from imported food
from abroad – wheat from the USA,
canned and frozen beef from South
America and Australia, lamb from
New Zealand and butter from
Denmark. These goods were all
cheaper than British-grown food.
Some farmers went bankrupt. Others
changed to growing vegetables and
fruit for the people in the new towns
or selling milk and cheese. Once again,
it was hard time for farming.
Task 1: What was the impact of steam
power on farming? Were all jobs done by
steam power?
Answer this question in your books
Task 2: Why did imported food make life
harder for farmers?

Music

Rhythm is the
pattern of short and
long sounds in a piece
of music.

Rhythm
Today we are:

Consolidating our understanding of the word rhythm

What is the diﬀerence between pulse and rhythm?
———————————————————————————————————————
———————————————————————————————————————
———————————————————————————————————————
Try saying the following phrases experimenting with diﬀerent rhythms
(a mixture of long and short sounds):

I saw a frog, sitting on a log

Would you like to be my friend?
That would be just fine,
We’ll run around your garden,
Then we’ll play at mine

Stop, stop, the pot is hot
Some witches are spooky, others are mean,
With warts on their nose and skin that’s glowing
Play a game of Don’t Clap This One Back (see video for the rules).
Create two new rules and the rhythm to listen out for (e.g. 'Ev’-ry-bo-dy touch your nose’)

1.
———————————————————————————————————————
———————————————————————————————————————
2.
———————————————————————————————————————
———————————————————————————————————————
Extension: Try holding a steady pulse with one part of your body (e.g. tapping your
foot) and creating your own rhythms with a diﬀerent part (e.g. clapping). If you master
this, have a go at switching parts without a break.

Eric Thoughts 1 - ANSWERS
Why do you think the family decided to have a foreign exchange
student?
I think that they might have wanted to be kind and hospitable.
They repainted the spare room and bought new rugs and furniture
which may show how much care they were taking. When Eric went
in the pantry, they decide they ought not to disturb him. This
seems generous. They could have told him to stay in his room.
They seem flexible.
Where do you think Eric has come from?
I think he may have come newly arrived from another planet. He
might not actually be the exchange student. He may have turned
up at the same time coincidentally. I think he feels he should learn
about his new planet, so it could be that he is an explorer. Perhaps
he will return home with news of what he has discovered.
How do you think the narrator feels about Eric?
I think he might feel quite fond of Eric because of the way that he
tells the story. He speaks of him quite gently. He should be looking
after him. He must be quite confused though. Eric can behave very
strangely! His appearance could really frighten someone.

Eric Thoughts 2 - ANSWERS
Why do you think the family decided to have a foreign exchange
student?
I think that they may just want the money. They might have
wanted to do up the house anyway and they would get paid for
doing that. The narrator may be quite caring with Eric, but his
Mum doesn’t really say or do much. She should be more involved.
She must have noticed that a strange creature is in her house. She
could have told someone about it. Now no-one will ever know
what sort of creature this was.
Where do you think Eric has come from?
I think he might have been visiting other people. He knows some of
what he ought to do, for example he knows he should wave at
people. He does that when he arrives. He must have learnt that
from other visits. He could just go from house to house like this,
one after another. Perhaps he will visit me one day!
How do you think the narrator feels about Eric?
I think he might feel quite confused about Eric. He has planned lots
of things that they could do, but Eric doesn’t seem to join in with
them as he ought to do. He should have asked Eric where he
comes from. Maybe he is a bit scared about what Eric will say. He
could feel quite proud to have been visited by Eric. It will be a story
that he will enjoy telling for the rest of his life.

Certainty/Ability/Obligation - ANSWERS

Certainty

Obligation

Ability

might

ought

can

would

should

could

will

must

may

Knowledge Quiz Answers
How did the Victorian countryside change?
Key Knowledge
 Most people lived outside of cities, in villages in the countryside working the land. They did

everything by hand and were paid very little. Even children had to work.

 Technology developed allowing farmers to use machines to do the jobs quicker. More food was

needed so there was more work, but the pay was still very low. Food started to arrive from
other countries which caused more competition with British farms so food dropped in value.

Key Vocabulary









Communally: together, agreeing what to do
Poach: steal
Mechanisation: when machines are included in a process
Live in: have a room or bed in the house of the farmer who employed them
Domestic System: making things, like wool, at home on a small scale
Census: counting everyone who lives in the country
Traction Engines: vehicles used to pull heavy loads
Broth: a soup made of meat or vegetables cook in stock

Knowledge Quiz
1. When did Queen Victoria die?
1837

1840

1887

1840

1887

2. When did Victoria become Queen?
1837

1901

3. When did Britain and Victoria celebrate the Golden Jubilee?
1837

1901

1840

1887

E
4. When did Victoria marry Albert?
1837

1901

1840

1887

5. What opened in 1848?
Royal Albert Hall

Victoria & Albert
Museum

The Great
Exhibition

Buckingham Palace

